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The Problem: In a research lab hot cell, reliable chemical instrumentation is necessary, but space is often at a premium, so instruments with readout electronics located outside the hot cell and with small-footprint/low volume detectors are of great value. As chromatography-based, flow-through ultraviolet absorbance (UVA) detectors are traditionally designed for benchtop applications, these instruments' readout electronics, flow cell, and detectors are housed together, and therefore are poorly suited for use in a hot cell due to their large size. This is markedly different than radiation detectors, which can be quite compact and routinely placed in radiochemistry synthesis rigs and stand-alone chromatography detectors [1] [2] [3] . As both UVA and radioactivity signal traces on preparatory separations can be useful in radiopharmaceutical preparation [4] , a compact-remotely operated UVA detector is desirable.
A Solution:
The BioRad EM-1 EconoUV UV detector [5] has an unconventional configuration in that it's electronics & lamp power supply are decoupled from the optics module, which has a user selectable 254/280nm filter. We have improved upon the design of the EM-1, building a 5m extension cable and adding USB data communications for computer readout and control of the instrument. Computer control allows for remote, automated control of lamp power and zeroing of signal. Also, by replacing internal signal processing hardware with a software controlled analog-to-digital converter (ADC) we eliminated the need Extension Cable: Designing the cable extension was a particular challenge, both in finding low-cost cabling option that did not suffer high-frequency attenuation losses and duplicating the nested shielding found on the original cable. Before lamp conduction begins, the lamp power supply delivers 560 VAC at 28 kHz, which drops to 140 VAC at 20 KHz [5] .
The 5m extension cable was built, extending the length of the original 90cm cable using the same connectors. Cable construction is diagramed below:
Discussion and Conclusions: This detector is in part of routine syntheses in our hot cell
Current Devices: Knauer's Smartline UV Detector 2500 fiberoptic UV system [6] addresses these same concerns by isolating the flow cell from all other components via fiberoptic transmission of UV light to and from the flow cell, but at a much higher cost, with more rigid cables, and without a reference flow cell. Optimized Radiochemical Applications (ORA, Saint-Nicolas, Belgium) incorporated this Knauer fiber-optics flow cell system in their Neptis radiotracer synthesizer. The flow cell is mounted in the hot cell with the lamp and electronics outside the shielding.
to pre-select an absorbance range, increasing the effective dynamic range of the instrument.
OPTICS UNIT
USB Automation: USB readout and control is realized through the use of a National Instruments USB-6008 multifunction data acquisition device (DAQ). Hardware is mounted in the space inside the cover of the EM-1 with only minor modifications to its housing. The EM-1's on-board ADC and signal processing are bypassed as voltages on both photodiodes (reference cell/flow cell) are sampled directly at test points on the EM-1's logic board, and read by two channels of the 12 bit ADC.
Remote control of lamp ON-OFF function via the DAQ is via a TTL output driving a transistor-mechanical relay circuit powered by the +5V USB bus power, as shown in circuit diagram, below.
Base unit, extension cable, and optics unit DAQ and relay circuit hardware, under lid
With the described modifications, the BioRad EconoUV EM-1 proves to be a valuable tool for UV monitoring of preparatory HPLC separations with a small optics unit inside the hot cell.
The modifications are simple enough that a lab with moderate electronics and programming expertise can build their own,
Example Preparatory 11C-PIB separation although a specialized crimp tool (A422, Astro Tool Corp, Beaverton OR, USA) is needed to make the extension cable.
